
REMOTE COLOUR CHANGE 
LANTERNS 

The remote colour change mechanism described above 
can be supplied as an integral part fitted to patterns of 
lantern set out below. Lanterns supplied separately are 
unsuitable for conversion though there may be rare 
instances where the mechanism can be applied to the 
aperture through which the lantern shines or some 
special modification made locally on site. Most colour 
change lanterns are supplied in two forms, enclosed and 
unenclosed. Type CfC.U. unenclosed with tilting by 
screw handle (Fig. 1) is intended for use on a floor in 
circle front housing or on a shelf behind auditorium 
apertures, etc., where stray light can be masked out. 
Type CfC.E. enclosed (Fig. 2) has a fork with f-in. bolt 
and safety chain suspension; and is for use hanging openly 
in auditorium or over the stage where the unit must be 
light tight and the mechanism and fragile colour frames 
protected from mechanical damage. 

DIMENSIONS 

Lantern Colour 
Pattern Change Fig. in 

c 

Fig. 5.-Pattern 53, type CfC .U. 

Dimensions in Inches See I Weight 

Type A B c ~-E_ I_F_~~ 

53 C/C.U. 24 25 (max.) 24 20 - - 5 56 
20! (min .) 

35·v / 
53 C/C.E. 22t 20! 24! 20 - - 5 68 

58 C/C.U. 27t 24i (max .) 23j- 21j- - - 6 44 
21! (min .) 

58 C/C.E. 26! 25 18 15 8* 15!* 6 60 

76 C/C.E. 26! 25j- 18 13! 7t 15! 7 44 

I 
• For these Dimensions see Fig. 7 

Colour change lanterns are supplied complete as 
specified on the appropriate lantern leaflet except for 
such modifications as the colour change mechanism may 
make necessary. Four removable metal colour frames are 
supplied with each colour change lantern. 

Mirror Spot, Pattern 53, Type CfC.U. 
Mirror Spot, Pattern 53, Type CfC.E. 
Pageant, Pattern 58, Type CfC.U. 
Pageant, Pattern 58, Type CfC.E. 
Acting Area, Pattern 76, Type C/C.E. 

PRICES 

ACCESSORIES 

Fig. 6.-Pattern 58, type C/C.U. 

--- - A-- , 
' . I F-B-F--

rig . 7-t'attern 76, type CfC.E. 

C.325-Extra 9! in. dia. metal colour frames with stem for Pattern 53 CfC.U. or E. 
C.326-Gelatine colours, other than frost, cut to size for above 
C.327-Gelatine frost, cut to size for above 
C.334-Cinemoid colours or frost, cut to size for above 

a 

£ s. d. 

each 
per doz. 

C. 99-Extra 11f in. dia. metal colour frames with stem for Pattern 58 CfC.U. each 
C.100-Extra 11f in. dia. metal colour frames with stem for Pattern 76 C/C.E. or 

Pattern 58 CfC.E. 
C.119-Gelatine colours, other than frost, for 11f in. dia. frames cut to size . . per doz. 
C.120-Gelatine frost for 11f in. dia . frames cut to size 
C.121-Cinemoid colour or frost, for 11f in. dia. frames cut to size 

For other accessories, see lantern leaflets C.53 for Pattern 53; C.72 for Pattern 58; 8.31 for Pattern 76. 

SOLENOID COLOUR CHANGE 
The direct acting solenoid type of change mechanism generally superseded by the motor drive type 

described above, can still be supplied. Where very fast changeover of colour on circle spots is required it is 
still unsurpassed. When some lanterns in use are already of the solenoid type, conversion of the remainder 
should therefore be to the same mechanism to ensure a uniform speed of colour change. Frames up to 6 in. 
diameter only can be moved, and return is by gravity. Price on application. 




